
LITTLEHAMPTON REGENERATION - SEAFRONT GREENS & PROMENADE

3. OVERARCHING PRINCIPLES

A place for people
Lessen the vehicle impact

A connected place

2

Delivery of proposals are subject to detailed 
design, testing and project funding. 

Inefficient 
overflow car park

Desire lines

Worn paths

Formal surface  
car park

Formal surfaced 
footways & spaces

Formal surface  
car park

Coach drop-off/
parking

Coach drop-off

	A strategy to maintain similar parking numbers on a more efficient
formal car park footprint and rationalised layout.

	Parking to be fragmented by beautiful planting contributing to the
character of the seafront greens. An attractive asset, not an ugly
necessity.

	Planting to soften visual impact of car parking.

	Safe and accessible connections that separate vehicles and pedestrians.

	Maintain informal open access to the greens enabling the possibility to
freely roam and explore. Identify the most popular routes and provide
more formalised footpaths where necessary.

	Improve wider connections, forming cohesive and legible links with the
East Bank riverside walkway, Pier Road and the town centre.

	Re-establish and re-connect links between the Oyster Pond and the rest
of the greens.

	Promote a variety of experiences and maximise variety through
allowing different route choices; ‘Primary Routes’ that are clear
wide and direct, ‘Secondary Routes’ that link defined uses and
‘Tertiary Routes’ that offer alternative meandering, slow paced
enjoyment. i.e. a journey through gardens.

	Ensure links between the promenade and greens are provided via
shallow accessible ramps.

	Create spectacular arrival experiences throughout.

	Removal of the unattractive Banjo Road coach park which
commands a prominent location in the centre of the greens,
disrupts positive active uses and diminishes the quality and
success of neighbouring assets.

	Coach drop off points to replace Banjo Road; coaches to park
elsewhere while customers are enjoying the greens and seafront.

	New parking and coach drop off points providing an enhanced
and exciting arrival experience for all.

Overflow car 
parking; limits use

Wider connections 
unclear and 
uneventful

Routes to link uses

Coach park; a 
disconnecting 

feature

Wasted spaces 
behind structures

Routes that are clear 
wide and direct

Ugly open surface 
car parking

Weak yet important 
connections

Routes to allow slow 
paced discovery

Great spaces that 
maximise use

Planting to 
fragment parking

Separate vehicles 
and pedestrians

Fantastic arrival 
experience 
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